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Few items that comprise the material culture of the International Space Station ever return to Earth. Most are left
on the station or placed on cargo resupply ships that burn up on atmospheric re-entry. This fact presents a
challenge for archaeologists who use material culture as their primary evidence. Together with a sociologist, we
observed the processes that have been developed by NASA contractors to handle and return items that come back
to Earth on the Cargo Dragon vehicle. We observed two missions, CRS-13 and CRS-14, in January and May 2018,
respectively, traveling to the locations of work and interviewing the contractors and associated staff. These
observations are described here, using the lenses of archaeological understandings of discard practices, the
anthropological concept of the chaîne opératoire, and the forensic idea of “chain of custody” to interpret the
meanings and associations of the various kinds of objects returned from space.

1. Introduction
“It’s very neat watching science fiction come alive” (Interview 8).
With these words, a contractor who processes items returning from the
International Space Station (ISS) described their work. Science fiction
about life in space, however, rarely shows the earthly routine practices
that enable “life among the stars.” Common fictional images of space life
[1,2] depict clean surfaces, flawlessly executed procedures,
self-sufficient spacefarers, and futuristic and spacious machines. Most of
the references to ground operations in these images are about mission
control rooms. In contrast, the ISS is a crowded space, full of chaotic
cables and equipment. Its inhabitants have to fulfill multiple delegated
tasks while wearing the same clothes for weeks on end, they frequently
have to fix the toilet, and they spend long hours loading and unloading
items. They do all this while relying on other actors outside the space
craft and even outside mission control rooms, who rarely see the spot
light and who coordinate their actions with meticulousness and care. Far
from being anecdotal background features of the ISS, the daily execution
of ground tasks is crucial to the endeavor of enabling human life in space
and therefore they deserve attention from social scientific perspectives.
In this paper we examine the practices of processing items that return
to Earth from ISS on SpaceX’s Cargo Dragon vehicle, as part of NASA’s
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Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) program. What kind of items come
back from ISS? What are the different procedures for handling these
items? What do these procedures – and the reflections of those deploying
them – tell us about life on the station and about ISS as an endeavor more
broadly? In what follows, we answer these questions based on quanti
tative and qualitative data collected during the return of the CRS-13 and
CRS-14 SpaceX missions in January and May of 2018.
This paper is a collaboration between two archaeologists and a so
ciologist. In both cases, our approach to the ISS is a first in our respective
fields. The International Space Station Archaeological Project (ISSAP) is
the first to study what the use of space and objects on board the space
station can tell us about how people live in microgravity. This project
has developed new archaeological methodologies since researchers
cannot travel to observe the ISS directly [3]. The transport and use of
objects, their design, lifespans, the meanings attributed to them by their
users, and their associations with particular individuals or spaces on the
ISS offer the same research potential for understanding human behavior
as a terrestrial archaeological site. The sociology project is the first to
examine the social process of conducting scientific experiments on the
station. Based on ethnographic, archival, and interview data centered on
NASA’s portion of ISS, the project examines experiments in particle
physics, plant biology and biomedical research, and makes a case for a
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sociology of institutions and values in the study of science in human
spaceflight [4]. The convergence of the two fields in this paper results
from a shared interest in interdisciplinary approaches to material cul
ture and empirically grounded sociocultural analyses about the space
station. Our focus is the ISS understood both as a human habitat and as a
complex system of social relations. In addition to the existing engi
neering [5–7] medical [8–10], cognitive [11], and behavioral [12–14]
perspectives, there is a need for studies that grasp sociocultural dy
namics [15] that enable life in this environment.
As a human habitat, the ISS has been occupied by between two and
seven people for the past twenty years. The available living space on the
station is approximately 1000 m3. It is often described by NASA as the
equivalent of a five-bedroom house. As a complex system of social re
lations, ISS is a dense world of institutions and actors. It has been
designed, organized, and operated by five space agencies: the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Roscosmos State
Corporation for Space Activities, the European Space Agency (ESA), the
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), and the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA). Together, these entities are known as the International
Partner agencies (IPs). ISS crews have come from each of the IPs, along
with other nations. Operations span the globe, with ground control
centers and multiple associated research and operations facilities and
contractors.1 All of these sites and actors constantly coordinate their
activities on multiple scales. The diversity of these processes is
frequently characterized by the generic term “operations” (“ops,” for
those involved), but its richness has not been systematically interrogated
in the social sciences.
Both as a habitat and system of social relations, ISS is a world packed
with objects and procedures. As of August 2020, the station’s Inventory
Management Database recorded over 332,000 items that have been sent
to the space station. The records for some 77,292 of these are currently
considered “active” on station, according to the database managers
(Personal communication). Of the remainder, 247,766 items have either
been returned to Earth or destroyed in a de-orbiting cargo craft. The use
of these objects, whether related to scientific experiments or the main
tenance of the crew, is all about procedures. Training, launch, mission
control and the execution of each task inside and outside the station
entails the detailed crafting and execution of instructions and the dele
gation of tasks along extended chains of interdependencies involving
diverse actors [16].
A consequence of the density of objects and procedures is that life on
the ISS is highly regimented, scheduled, and documented for the crew
members in their tasks and in their handling of objects. More than a
single perfectly accomplished systematization of all processes, the entire
endeavor involves humans constantly attuning their actions to pro
grammatic requirements, adapting to unforeseen circumstances,
embodying their task with a sense of duty, and diversely reflecting on
what they do.
The concept of material culture, broadly, refers to the physical ob
jects and built environments used and inhabited by humans. Material
affordances – such as gravity – place constraints on human behavior,
while materials and places are incorporated into cultural scripts through
learned social expectations. Interpreting the features of objects and the
uses of built spaces are key to our understanding of the ISS and its in
habitants, and of the practices of social coordination involved in sus
taining life on the site. Here, we are interested in a particular moment in
the lifespan of objects on the ISS: their return to Earth and subsequent

redistribution.
The concepts of discard and chain of custody organize our analysis of
this process. The first characterizes the removal of objects from their
systemic use on the space station, and the second points to the concat
enated process of handling and documentation by which they are
returned to Earth while minimizing perturbations in the items. We argue
that sociocultural meanings are produced through the valuation, cate
gorization, cataloguing, and documentation involved in these practices.
Reflections by the actors involved about their work, and the ISS as an
endeavor, also produce meanings. The result of the entire process is a
predominant cultural script of regulation, accuracy, accountability, but
one that always gives room to speculations and a sense of allure about
what life in space might be like for those who experience it.
2. Material and methods
We requested and were granted access to the facilities and personnel
associated with the missions CRS-13 (returned to Earth on January 13,
2018) and CRS-14 (returned to Earth on May 5, 2018). These missions
and their cargo corresponded primarily, but not exclusively, to the ac
tivities of Expeditions 52–55 (July 28, 2017–June 3, 2018). The SpaceX
CRS program began in 2012 and, currently, these returns happen three
or four times a year. The Dragon vehicle is the only one that can return
large numbers of items from the station, approximately 3000 kg if the
craft is pressurized.2 At the time of our observations, the vehicles landed
in the Pacific Ocean, a few hundred miles off the coast of southern
California and Mexico.3 The SpaceX recovery team brought the capsules
back to port in Long Beach, and then turned the cargo over to teams
employed by two contractors: Jacobs Engineering Group, which handled
refrigerated items; and Leidos, which was in charge of the nontemperature-sensitive items (“everything else”). The refrigerated items
were immediately flown back to Houston on a charter plane, while the
rest was sent there by truck. Finally, the various items were carefully
unpacked, catalogued, documented in photos, and then returned to their
owners (typically academic researchers, commercial companies,
participant space agencies, and even the astronauts themselves). In the
language of the participants, organizing cargo for launch is called
“integration,” and packing it in the vehicle is called “stowage”; the
reverse processes for cargo return to Earth are called “de-integration”
and “de-stowage” (or “de-stow,” for short).
Quantitative data for this paper derives from access to the contrac
tors’ spreadsheets and other documentation used to keep track of items
sent to ISS and returned on these missions. Qualitative data results from
observations and interviews. We documented the process by which the
handling procedures were carried out, from the Port of Long Beach, CA
(where items were brought ashore from the Dragon capsule and divided
for air or land transport back to Houston), to Daugherty Airport (LGB) in
Long Beach (where items were organized and some were immediately
returned to their owners), to Ellington Field in Houston (where air-flown
items were transferred from a chartered jet), to facilities belonging to
NASA contractors at Johnson Space Center and nearby Webster, TX
(where items were stored and prepared for return to their owners). We
also interviewed 24 professionals who managed and carried out the
return process, including employees of NASA and the two primary
contractors. We interviewed team members at all levels and in different
roles, from administration to integration/de-integration to item return.

2

Between the Space Shuttle’s retirement in July 2011 and the launch of the
SpaceX Crew Dragon in May 2020, Russian Soyuz capsules were the sole vehicle
used for carrying crew to and from ISS. The cargo currently returned by Dragon
belongs to all ISS IPs except for Roscosmos. The question of how Russian sci
entific samples are returned to Earth is an open one for which we were not able
to find satisfactory information.
3
Since the CRS-21 mission return in January 2021, Cargo Dragon capsules
have landed in the Atlantic Ocean or Gulf of Mexico near Florida.

1

ISS has a global ground-based infrastructure: mission control centers in
Moscow (Russia), Houston (United States), Oberpfaffenhohen (Germany), and
Tsukuba (Japan); robotic arm control room in Saint-Hubert (Canada); opera
tions support and payload operations center in Huntsville (United States);
launch control centers for cargo and crew in Baikonur (Kazakhstan) and Cape
Canaveral (United States); and other launch control centers in Tanegashima
(Japan), Kourou (French Guiana), and Wallops Island (United States).
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We focused on their experience on the job, the nature of the procedures,
and on how they understand what life on the ISS is like, based on the
items they handle on a daily basis.

ISS, not merely as the “operational background” but as part and parcel of
the practices that make life in space possible, and that define what that
life is like. One of these practices is the curation of what remains in space
and what is returned to Earth. Harrison and Schofield [51] have argued
that the archaeology of the contemporary past is distinct not only
because it is concerned with the present, but also by the introduction of
new materials (such as plastics, nuclear fuel), and an unprecedented
scale of mass production and discard, for example landfills [52],
compared to previous periods such as the European “industrial revolu
tion.” However, the human entry into space has also created a new arena
of discard practices, which crosses between Earth and Earth orbit.
Abandoned space junk, for example, is dragged out of low Earth orbit by
natural processes and incinerated in the atmosphere, and this is also the
fate of some discarded objects from the ISS. What is incinerated and
what is repatriated to Earth is decided by technical constraints such as
cargo capacity and the value and meanings assigned by people in the ops
domain.
Studying the coordination involved in executing experiments on ISS
also contributes to the social scientific understanding of experimenta
tion [53–57] providing a perspective on experiments as spatially and
temporally distributed processes. In a process characterized elsewhere
as “downscale, delegate, and defer” [58], “doing science” in the space
station entails a complex choreography that involves hundreds of actors.
As researchers are in a remote relationship with their experiments,
multiple tasks have to be delegated to operations teams on the ground
and to the crew members on board. The key to this delegation is the
careful execution of instructions for “minimal loss of science”
throughout the process. The return of samples is fundamental in this
regard.

3. Theory and arguments
There are several intellectual traditions and debates in the study of
material culture in the social sciences [17,18] covering a variety of
theoretical perspectives. In some, objects appear as fully agentive [19,
20], while in others they are the “indexes” of human agency [21–24].
Our approach to material culture centers on the practices associated
with handling objects and, therefore, we see the meaning of objects as
defined by their interactional context – that is, as emerging from social
interactions and acquiring stability as a result of the ongoing execution
of procedures. Instead of questions like “what is it?” when it comes to
objects, our focus is on “how does it become?”
Acknowledging that debates about the concept of culture are even
broader [25–28], we converge on a definition as “a set of scripts, nar
ratives, embodied practices, and schemas” in social settings [29]. We
expand this definition in terms of an ongoing process of sense-making
that is open to contestations, but that in many instances – particularly
in highly regulated organizational contexts like the one examined here –
becomes so deeply ingrained that those involved merely experience it as
“just the ways things are” or “just the ways we do things.” Along these
lines, the life of artifacts and procedures on the ISS constitute cultural
practices with a distinct “style” [30]. There are, of course, many other
aspects of life on the ISS associated with what is commonly seen as
“culture” like music, arts, the presence of religion, and the commemo
ration of national holidays [31,95]. But the cultural practices we inter
pret here are frequently characterized in organizational and operational
terms [32–35] that overlook the ongoing meaning-making processes and
how the actors involved imbue objects with properties and reflect about
their work.
Based on our data and these theoretical orientations, we make three
claims in this paper. First, as a type of discard process [36–38], the in
ventorying, handling, and documenting of items that return to Earth is a
meaning-making practice. That is, specific aspects of the process of
removal from ISS invest objects with significance and status that are
inherently related, first, to the characteristics that lead to their very
selection for return and, second, to their mode of handling. The use of
more complicated and expensive processes indicates the greater value
assigned to objects undergoing them.
Second, a crucial element in the handling of items is what we call the
chain of custody. As used in the fields of forensic science in criminal and
civil law, this concept refers to “procedures and documentation used to
ensure the integrity of evidence from collection to courtroom presen
tation and through to final disposition or destruction” [39]. The
concatenated practices of inventorying, handling, and documenting
ensure the integrity of items returned from ISS, and involve accountable
actors in each step of the process. This concept also resonates with the
archaeological method of interpretation called chaîne opératoire, which
situates an artifact within a chronological chain of decisions resulting in
its creation, use and discard [40].
Third, while all items are carefully handled and documented
throughout their life cycle on ISS, scientific samples and astronauts’
personal items that return to Earth receive privileged treatment and
have special significance. Issues of time sensitivity and privacy in their
handling, as well as their close relationships to the station’s inhabitants,
reveal distinctive features about life on the ISS and the categorization of
priorities in the program.
This paper contributes to social studies of human spaceflight and to
our respective disciplines. Social studies of human spaceflight are
diverse and have mostly focused on a series of important dimensions:
psychological, behavioral, and cognitive [41], historical [42–44], po
litical [45,46], and organizational [47–50]. Our study contributes a
sociocultural perspective about the social coordination that enables the

4. Results
4.1. The contractors
The two teams of contractors who process the items that return from
the ISS have distinctive roles. Leidos is the Cargo Mission Contract
(CMC) lead, and the primary conduit for organizing the sending and
return of items to and from ISS, and Jacobs Engineering Group is in
charge of Cold Stowage.4 The division of labor between Leidos and Ja
cobs entails very specific practices regarding the timing and the nature
of the handling of items. The entire process requires careful preparation
and coordination. For every return, a priority team of eight people (four
from each contractor) flies on a charter jet from Ellington Field in
Houston to Daugherty Airport in Long Beach, CA, approximately 24–48
h prior to the Dragon capsule’s arrival (Fig. 1). During their return to
port, SpaceX employees on the ship remove so-called “early de-stow”
cargo from the capsule into a powered and cooled shipping container
called a sea van. Early cargo consists of temperature-sensitive or
otherwise time-prioritized items that are either returned to owners when
they arrive at Daugherty Airport or are flown by charter jet from Long
Beach back to Ellington Field in Houston and immediately driven by
rental truck to JSC. The Jacobs Cold Stowage team is directed in its

4
The Cargo Mission Contract has a duration of approximately seven years.
The contract was originally won by Lockheed Martin’s Information Systems and
Global Services subsidiary in 2003 and renewed in 2010. When Leidos merged
with the Lockheed subsidiary in 2016, it inherited the contract, as well as the
employees who worked on stowage and de-stowage for ISS. The contract was
re-awarded to Leidos in 2017, with CRS-13 (one of the subject missions of this
research) marking the beginning of work. Thus, there has been continuity for
many years among the personnel, roles, and processes associated with this job.
Several of our interlocutors had more than a decade of experience with ISS
cargo at the time of our observations. Many of the rest had worked for other
NASA contractors in different aspects of the ISS project prior to joining the CMC
team.
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contract to store the returned temperature-sensitive materials in their
laboratory refrigerators and freezers in Houston within 12 h of receiving
them at the port in California. The early de-stow items are taken by this
team at the port as soon as the ship is unloaded. Items are documented
and driven to a private area of Daugherty Airport where they are placed
in special portable containers or freezers, or else returned to their
owners.5
The orchestration of this process is elaborate and well-defined. Prior
to a return, all interested parties receive a calendar counting down, hour
by hour, a month-long period of preparation, travel, receipt of items,
documentation, and return. This schedule is constantly subject to
change at the last moment, however, due to unforeseeable exigencies
such as bad weather in the Pacific Ocean which delays departure of
Dragon from the ISS, or decisions about when a particular item needs to
be back on Earth.
The so-called “nominal de-stow” materials - items that are neither
temperature- or time-sensitive - are similarly transferred by a second
Leidos team that flies separately to California, from the Dragon capsule
to a specially-chartered package delivery service tractor-trailer truck
that drives directly to a Leidos facility near JSC, within 48 h.6 These
items, mostly soft-cloth rectangular containers of varying sizes called
Cargo Transfer Bags (CTBs), are packed in wooden crates previously
built in Houston and shipped by truck to Long Beach. The now-packed
crates are put back in the truck for the return trip. A full-size trailer is
used, even though - at least in the instance observed by us - the wooden
crates filled less than one-third of its volume. Each crate has a shock
indicator on it to warn the cargo team if the box has suffered any impact
or shaking during the return to gravity and subsequent transit. The
crates also have numerous labels indicating whether they hold hazard
ous or fragile items (“Do not X-ray,” “Flammable gas,” “Oxidizer,” etc.).
In Texas, the crates are moved into the Leidos facility loading dock
and the CTBs are removed.7 The CTBs are then taken on a cart to a room
known as the Cargo Processing Facility, where they are stored. Here,
they are opened, and their contents are inventoried, photographed,
checked against lists, and organized for return to the correct owners. As

with the Cold Stowage team’s cargo, owners occasionally come to pick
up their cargo in person, although nominal de-stow owners also
frequently receive their cargo via commercial package delivery service
(including internationally).
This process also relies on the astronauts on board the ISS who must
pack the items that will return to Earth on the Dragon vehicle. Like every
other task on the station, and before it becomes a procedure, packing on
board is designed and rehearsed by teams on the ground for astronauts
to receive “the most feasible way to do it efficiently and quickly”
(Interview 1). As described by one of the contractors:
“When we’re packing everything up, we actually weigh it about two
days prior to launch and we provide that information to SpaceX, and
then the other critical information is obviously the temperature re
quirements. Can they go in the frozen asset? Does it stay in the cold
bag on launch, [or] return? So, we compile all that information and
see if the flight is overbooked. We have to see how many assets we
have available to send up. And so, one of my duties is once all that is
compiled, I start a packing plan. So, we use this program called CubeIQ. It is like a Tetris” (Interview 8).
There are many aspects to the procedure: where the object can fit
inside a given bag based on its shape and weight, its previous location on
the station, and the need to keep items with similar temperature re
quirements together, among others.
The collection of samples on orbit is also entwined with thorough
planning for their storage given available space in the Minus Eighty
Degree Laboratory Freezer for ISS (MELFI) on board the station, coor
dination of collection activities with the windows of return of Dragon
capsules, and subsequent packing in the vehicle. As described by the
same contractor referring to the CTBs packed by crew members on
board:
“Sometimes there are fifteen little things that go inside these bags
and we fit them to maximize the space in there and still try to
maintain orientation. If the crew doesn’t pack it the right way, then
you can ruin a lot of the science, or not be able to bring a certain
something home because you have this item over here and now it
doesn’t fit right. So it’s a giant – I don’t know if you have ever played
it - Tetris” (Interview 8).

5

In one case observed by us, a container of live mice was returned in the
parking lot, just outside the SpaceX dock area, to a team from JAXA. The
Japanese team was waiting to transport them to a facility in San Diego County
for dissection and comparison with frozen samples of mice dissected on-orbit by
ISS crew.
6
Previously, the capsule and its nominal de-stow contents were transported
as one unit from California to SpaceX’s rocket facility in McGregor, TX, where
Leidos employees would collect them for return (outlined in NASA 2016, 6–10 6–11). The reason for this change in process around the time of the SpaceX CRS9 mission in July 2016 was not clarified to us.
7
The CTB is a legacy technology of the Space Shuttle program, since the
standard type was designed in the 1980’s to fit perfectly into one of the lockers
located on the front wall of the Shuttle’s mid-deck. During the ISS program, the
original CTB (0.5 m3, or 1.75 ft3, in internal volume) has been elaborated into
modular half-, double-, triple-, and quadruple-sized containers to enable more
efficient packing and the accommodation of larger and smaller items. The Cold
Stowage team relies on similarly modular but rigid and refrigerated transport
systems, also originally based on the Shuttle mid-deck locker dimensions, called
GLACIER (General Laboratory ACtive ISS Experiment Refrigerator, tempera
tures between − 95 ◦ C and +4 ◦ C for launch/return), Polar (no acronym, also
− 95 ◦ C to +4 ◦ C), and MERLIN (Microgravity Experiment Research Locker/
INcubator, between +4 ◦ C and +40 ◦ C). These transportation systems, used
since 2009, were designed to fit the EXPRESS (EXpedite the PRocessing of
Experiments to Space Station) Racks mounted on the walls onboard ISS mod
ules in the US Orbital Segment. The Polar and MERLIN modules provide 0.57
m3 (2 ft3) in internal volume; GLACIER modules are double-sized. The Cold
Stowage team was experimenting with development of half-size Polar units at
the time of observation. Finally, passive (i.e., not powered) soft containers
called “coldbags” are also used with ice packs for keeping some items cold
during launch/return. See below for discussion of methods used by integrators
to plan the packing of bags using a computer program called Cube-IQ.

The Tetris metaphor appeared several times in our interaction with
the contractors. This game, created in the 1980s, involves differently
shaped arrangements of blocks falling at increasing speeds which
players have to rotate to make them fit with each other. When the pieces
form a horizontal line, the line disappears and that is the goal of the
game. Tetris offers an appropriate image to convey three aspects of the
overall process: the requirements for things to fit together, the time
pressure to do it in the best possible way, but also the fact that when
moves go well, they disappear from view, solving a problem (while also
rendering many of these elaborate practices invisible for most observers
of the ISS).
For the return of temperature-sensitive material on CRS-14, the
Tetris involved members on board packing six double cold bags (ranging
from +22 ◦ C to − 32 ◦ C) and three Polars (with a temperature down to
− 95 ◦ C). Polars are powered freezers whose loading requires that the
astronauts observe a transition period between removing samples from
the MELFI and placing them in the unit 24 h before the undocking of the
Dragon. Among other biological samples, the Polars in this mission
contained samples of plant gravity perception from the Advanced Plant
Experiment (APEX) in the “Veggie” plant growth chamber on the sta
tion. According to flight rules, the cold bags at the lowest temperature
(− 32 ◦ C) must be packed and stowed in the Dragon no earlier than 54 h
from the splashdown. The astronauts have to close the hatch of the
vehicle 1–1.5 days before splashdown, which happens 5.5 h after
undocking.
Some members of the Cold Stowage team have been certified for
516
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Fig. 1. Outline of return processes for the SpaceX CRS-13 and CRS-14 missions.

“real-time ops,” allowing them to communicate directly with the crew
on the handling of temperature-sensitive materials. These team mem
bers have insights into life on the space station that are derived from
experiences other than handling space-flown items. According to one of
them:

simplest of things. In zero-g, you definitely have to adapt to it. You
have to wear seat belts for different things, and it’s a smaller atmo
sphere, so you have to take into account sizing constraints and, well,
you need to Velcro this to the wall, otherwise it’s going to fly away”
(Interview 1).

“Everything [the astronauts] do, they’re constantly being monitored.
If they start to do something wrong, then someone gets on the horn
and says, ‘Don’t do that,’ or, ‘Hey, we’d like you to do it this way.’ So
they’re being watched all day, every day, minus the scheduled,
planned rest time. Some people like that or don’t mind. [For me, n]o,
thank you” (Interview 15)

Throughout these tasks, the contractors handling the items follow
strict operational guidelines stipulated in their contracts. But the entire
process cannot be reduced to instrumentality and functionality. In their
engagements with objects, humans constantly assign values to them,
create stories about them, and relate emotionally and symbolically with
them. Contractors have few opportunities to reflect on other forms of
emotional and sensorial engagement with the ISS materials. When we
asked them questions in this direction, someone with years of experience
as a contractor stated the following about their clients’ relationship with
the items they wanted to send to space:

When we asked our interlocutors what their instructions and their
work told them about life on the space station more broadly, their re
sponses included the following terms: monotonous, claustrophobic,
under pressure, constrained, and overly scheduled: “Every minute of
their lives are spoken for, life is very regimented, the crew is treated like
lab rats, experimenting on themselves” (Interview 24). Describing the
astronauts’ job, a contractor commented: “I wouldn’t want to trade
places; they have a very interesting job, but they pay dearly for it”
(Interview 20). Characterizing the enormous challenges of quotidian
activities on board, another said:

“You really know your hardware. You really love it, know what it
does and what it’s about. Here [on the stowage side], you might not
know about what it’s really about, but you may learn as you go
because you see everything. You get to see a lot of most of everything
(…) So, that’s the one thing. The other cool thing is just seeing the
things on the ground and kind of saying: ‘Well you know, I get the
opportunity to actually interact with this piece of hardware and see
how it reacts in space’” (Interview 13).

“It is very, very different. It makes you think of how they have to
adapt to life everyday. Even as simple as hygiene requirements,
going to the bathroom, taking a shower, that kind of thing. The
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4.2. Discard practices: what comes back from ISS?

SpaceX vehicles into six functional groups:

The objects that return to Earth from the ISS are considered “worthy”
of coming back via the process of their removal from the station and
carefully selected due to the limited capabilities of the only two vehicles
by which they can return: the uncrewed Dragon vehicle (with a capacity
of 1000–3000 kg in a pressurized volume of 11 m3), and alongside the
astronauts themselves on the Soyuz (with an extremely limited cargo
capacity of 50 kg [59]. From a merely instrumental perspective, the
constraints of the vehicles enforce this selectivity, and more justification
is required to return an item. As described by an interviewee:

1. Scientific or commercial samples from studies carried out in space,
including live animals, dissected animal parts, and samples of human
bodily fluids (the items that require temperature management have
been separated out in the figures as cold stowage).
2. Used or broken equipment that one IP or another wants to study for
improvement and/or fix and replace (we also break out items such as
spacesuits used during extravehicular activities, and electronic
equipment, in our analysis below).8
3. Crew personal items such as family photos, musical instruments,
books, games, or clothing; this also includes items used by crew in
personal maintenance and hygiene.
4. Storage items such as cargo transfer bags or zip-lock plastic bags
(without explanation of their contents).
5. Memorabilia or other items used by space agencies for public affairs
purposes.
6. “Fillers,” e.g., old clothing or even food waste containers that are not
returned for their own value, but instead are used to fill in voids in
the departing spacecraft so that the cargo cannot shift during deorbit. These items are deemed irrelevant from the point of view of
the space agencies, but they are clearly important from an archae
ological perspective. The CMC team attempts to return clothing to
the crew member who owned it.

“Back then [during the Shuttle program, 2011 and earlier] we just
brought the trash back home. And we would put the stinky, you
know, urine containers and that kind of stuff, on Progress. We didn’t
have to bring that home. But if it was just a soft trash bag we would
bring it home. Now, it’s more of a fight for why you need an item to
come back home” (Interview 4).
Trash, again in the words of this interviewee, is “just not worth the
weight to come down” (Interview 4). However, from a social scientific
perspective, and particularly in the field of archaeology, practices of
discard are crucial to the study of material culture as they reveal the
stories behind the uses of objects and the cultural values which define
what is “trash.”
The concept of discard does not refer simply to the act of getting rid
of something considered no longer useful or desirable. The broader
meaning denotes the removal from the realm of available items in a
given setting (its systemic context) [36]. How people discard items is an
indicator of the values and meanings attributed to them. Most objects
found in a terrestrial excavation, for example, were discarded in some
way by their owners. When a ceramic or glass cup is broken, it is often
thrown away as common trash (unless it is very special, in which case it
might be repaired until it finally can’t be fixed any more). The spatial
distribution of discarded items can reveal how people conceptualized
and used their environment [60]. Symbolically potent items signaling
major aspects of the owner’s identity as leader, mother, warrior, child,
or some other social category might be reverently placed in a tomb,
intact - thereby removing the items from the world of the living [61].
These different kinds of discard are important evidence for the meanings
of the objects and, therefore, for human relationships in a given context
[62–64].
A growing and diverse interest in the sociology of valuation con
verges in a “focus of perspective” [65] examining the operations through
which qualities are assigned to objects, people, settings, institutions. In
other words, more than a property (“value”) or a set of guiding norms
(“values”), the focus on valuation centers the gaze on the process of
attribution of those qualities in various social settings [66–69]. In the
case of objects, valuation processes entail their categorization and
alignment in hierarchical orders.
Current practices of discard on the ISS, therefore, represent both ends
of the spectrum of valuation. On the one hand, items considered as trash
are not considered valuable (both from the standpoint of the individual
astronauts and the program’s guidelines) and are burned in the two
modalities described above. And on the other hand, are those objects
which are removed from ISS, but precisely because they have special
meanings and value with precise instructions for their handling. The
worth of these items is generally decided by the space agencies. Only in
the case of personal items (and within precise weight constraints) is the
decision made by crew members. As a result, the items discarded by
being returned to Earth now carry an enhanced meaning and
importance.
What, then, are the items that are “worthy” of return from the sta
tion? Based on our assessment of the item descriptions in spreadsheets
provided by the contractors, we have categorized the items (8702 for
CRS-13 vehicle and 2218 for CRS-14) that returned from the ISS on the

Samples, storage, and equipment items comprise by far the largest
groups of returned items on the CRS-14 flight, both by the number of
listings, and the individual items under each listed type (Fig. 2).9 Per
sonal items comprised the smallest group.
Another way to categorize the returned items is by their NASA
“system” designation - that is, by the activity that they pertain to, such as
crew health care, flight controls, or command and data handling. From
the chart in Fig. 3, we see that 56% of items on SpX CRS-13 were pay
loads such as samples or hard drives, while the remaining 44% were
equipment belonging to the various ISS support systems. Almost all the
material in the category “international partner - ESA” were public affairs
items for the Italian space agency ASI (whose crew member, Paolo
Nespoli, had returned to Earth just one month earlier), including flags, tshirts, and pennants. There were also two experimental items in this
category, including the ISSpresso coffee maker [70] (see Fig. 4).
The spreadsheets used to document and manage the items being
returned do not describe the specific functions of each item, only
handling instructions, quantities, serial numbers, and - when priority or
early returns have been requested by an agency, science investigation, or
vendor - a brief explanation of the relevant circumstances. The cargo
handling teams therefore do not always have detailed information about
how the items were used on orbit, though our interlocutors did describe
conversations with research investigators about their science during
handovers of equipment or samples.
In this range of objects, some received a special treatment based on
their priority status. This was particularly true of scientific samples,
more than 70% of which on CRS-13 were designated for either early
returns (in Long Beach) or priority returns (in Houston). By contrast,
only 16% of all other types were designated for priority return, and none
for early return.
As previously noted, items considered to be trash or waste on ISS are
rarely seen back on Earth. These items are divided by category, each

8
According to a contractor, a humanoid robot known as Robonaut 2
(returned on SpX CRS-14) was deactivated while its hands were holding on to a
handrail and it subsequently could not be dislodged; the handrail was therefore
unbolted from the module wall and included in the return.
9
We were provided different kinds of spreadsheets for each flight, catego
rizing the returned items differently, so direct comparison is not possible be
tween the two missions.
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Fig. 2. Items returned on SpaceX CRS-14 by functional group (as defined by the authors).

Fig. 3. Items returned on SpaceX CRS-13 by “system” (as defined by NASA).
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[72–74]. While the CO is about chronological sequences, it does not
have to be strictly linear. Haidle [75] (and Lombard and Haidle [76]
focus on the modularity of tasks in the sequence, while Wragg Sykes
[77] looks at the influence of intersecting communities. The CO aug
ments the idea of the chain of custody with Leroi-Gourhan’s “geste”: the
embodied yet symbolic process of handling and documenting the
objects.
Along these lines, in the return of the Dragon – from receipt on the
dock at the port, to packing the portable freezers, to packing the JSC
laboratory freezers, to return of cargo items to their owners – the con
tractors photograph, video-record, and cross-check all items against
manifest lists generated in the weeks prior to the Dragon return. And for
the items with specific requirements, again, this is a time-critical
process.
For the CRS-14 return (which we observed in California), the SpaceX
boat was scheduled to return to port with the Dragon vehicle at 7 a.m. on
May 7, 2018 (all times local). The charter flight with the eight Leidos
and Jacobs priority team members left from Houston at 11 a.m. on May
6, landing at noon in Long Beach. The two groups then had free time
from about 1:30 p.m. until 4:30 a.m. on May 7, when they returned to
the airport to prepare the aircraft and turn on the portable refrigerators
so they would be cold by the time the cold stowage materials were
brought back to the airport (Fig. 6). The team arrived at the SpaceX dock
facility by 7 a.m., ready to unload the Sea Van immediately. By 11 a.m.,
the priority de-stow team had returned to the airport and began loading
the plane, while the separate Leidos nominal de-stow team began to load
the delivery-service truck. The team continued working until 1 p.m.
without a break before sending someone to a fast-food restaurant to pick
up meals for everyone. They finally departed for Houston at 3 p.m.,
arriving at 8 p.m., where unloading happened, and the Cold Stowage
team drove their materials to JSC to be placed in their freezers before
their work was complete at 11 p.m (see Fig. 5).
Groups of researchers who wanted to receive their hardware early
waited their turn in the lobby of a private building at the airport, before
retrieving their items (on the airplane for cold stowage, using a wheeled
hotel-style luggage cart to move larger boxes filled with dry ice; in a
conference room for the other items). Once again, during each return,
every item was photographed multiple times, video-recorded, and
double-checked against manifest lists by the de-stow team (Fig. 7 and 8).
In terms of the integration teams’ characterization of their work and
reflection on their responsibilities, there was a unanimous sense that
their work is “hands-on,” always open to changes, and inevitably under
“don’t screw up,” “don’t drop anything” pressure. Regarding this last
issue:

Fig. 4. Detail of the transport case for a Cold Stowage battery system for
powering portable freezers (credit: Authors).

with their own handling procedure: batteries, biological/biomedical,
sharps, chemical hazardous, radioactive, and “normal refuse” [71].
“Normal refuse” includes used packaging and food containers, old
clothes, and unneeded or broken equipment.10 Most of the trash disposal
on ISS takes place via the uncrewed vehicles that visit the station:
currently, Northrop Grumman’s Cygnus and Roscosmos’ Progress, and
previously ESA’s ATV (until 2014) and JAXA’s HTV (until 2020). In each
of these cases, the vehicles go through controlled atmospheric re-entry
resulting in their destruction. In other words, the Earth’s atmosphere
acts as the incinerator of most of the ISS′ s trash.11 Occasionally, trash
bags return on Dragon for purposes of filling gaps between the returned
items, but contractors follow strict instructions from NASA to incinerate
them immediately without opening the bags. The objects are thus
destroyed and no trace of them remains to be studied.
4.3. Chain of custody: how are returned items handled?
A key to the chain of custody process that sustains the status of an
object as evidence is traceability via documentation of each step. The
aim of the process is precisely “to avoid any breaks in the chain, which
would bring into question the reliability of the evidence and the link
between the evidence and the scene or person from which it was ob
tained” [39]. The chain ensures the integrity of the scientific data, but it
also stabilizes the identity of the object as it moves between such very
different contexts in Earth and space.
The chronological sequence of documentation and handling forms a
chaîne opératoire (CO). The CO was introduced to lithic studies by André
Leroi-Gourhan [40] in the 1950s as a way to understand artifacts as
embedded in a system of manufacture, use and discard: an accumulation
of choices which resulted in what was observed in the archaeological
record. Its scope has broadened far beyond technological considerations
to infer social and cognitive relations between objects and people

“It’s a lot of fun, but it’s stressful, it really is. Lots of documenting,
lots to keep track of, and you don’t want to be the one that drops the
samples (…) I find it interesting, I love doing it. I love the fast pace. I
don’t mind getting phone calls at two or three o’clock in the morning
to deal with issues” (Interview 8).
It is worth taking some time to describe the specific workspaces of
the two de-stow teams as they also reveal important aspects of the
handling of the objects which starts from their preparation to be sent to
orbit. Leidos is located in a generic office park shared with other space
industry companies near JSC. The Leidos part of the building has
employee offices, the Cargo Processing Facility (CPF), storage spaces, a
shop for building containers, and a loading dock. Adjacent to the CPF,
but kept rigorously separate, is the Crew Preference Group office, where
astronauts choose from an array of approved clothing, hygiene products,
and personal items such as multitools. The items chosen by astronauts
are typically packed by a separate team of personnel from the cargo
integrators/de-integrators, as a means for protecting crew privacy.
The CPF is a large, brightly-lit open space with numerous tables laid
out in rows (Fig. 9). The tables are covered with a white, tarp-like ma
terial and have raised edges to prevent round items from rolling off the

10
During the period of Space Shuttle returns (2000–2011), “normal refuse”
brought back from ISS was picked up from Kennedy Space Center by the local
waste haulage contractor and deposited in the public Brevard County Disposal
Facility in Cocoa, FL, along with all other waste from the county (William
Dowdell, personal communication 2020). This practice, as well as the use of the
adjective “normal” to describe the materials, is an indicator of the sense of
mundanity encompassed by NASA’s treatment and views of such items.
11
Some items of broken or used equipment removed from the exterior of ISS
during extravehicular activity are not even brought inside to be placed on cargo
supply craft. Instead, they are simply tossed away from ISS by spacewalking
astronauts, to eventually burn up on their own re-entry.
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Fig. 5. Documentation for Cold Stowage procedures for CRS-13, including a printout from the Cube-IQ program for packing items “like Tetris.”

Fig. 6. The early de-stow CMC team prepares the charter plane at Long Beach airport before traveling to the port to meet the arriving boat (credit: Authors).
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Fig. 7. Members of the Leidos team return ISS cargo to clients in a conference room at Long Beach airport. One team member reads serial numbers from items (right
center), while a colleague checks the number against pre-printed lists (lower right). The recipients (upper left and left center) examine each item as it is removed from
the Cargo Transfer Bag (credit: Authors).

Fig. 8. Members of the Jacobs Cold Stowage team return items to clients from the freezers on the charter plane to waiting boxes filled with dry ice. Each item is
individually photographed and video-recorded by multiple team members (credit: Authors).

sides. Some of the tables have flight hardware, food, and other items in
various stages of the packing process. Items are packed in pink poly
ethylene sheets (referred to by team members as “pink poly”) and
labeled with their names and serial numbers (see Fig. 10).
Doorways opening into the CPF have sticky mats at their thresholds
to remove any material on the soles of visitors’ shoes. Even though the
CPF is not certified as a “clean room,” contract management stated that

it does meet NASA requirements for “generally clean,” or “GC” [78].
Workers and visitors alike wear lightweight nylon lab coats for practical
reasons, but also as a visual demonstration of their role in the scientific
mission. Banners on the walls announce the name of the facility with the
Leidos corporate logo and a photo of the ISS in orbit around the Earth. A
few placards are propped up against the walls or mounted on the walls
with guidance about container dimensions or warnings about making
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Fig. 9. The ISS Cargo Processing Facility at Leidos. In this space, both integration and de-integration procedures happen, often at the same time (credit: Authors).

sure not to accidently cut sensitive hardware such as spacesuits. Wire
racks on wheels contain pre-made resealable bags full of
commonly-needed items on the ISS, such as hygiene items, nitrile gloves,
and rolls of what NASA calls “gray tape” (more popularly known as
“duct tape”). Steel shelving units along the walls hold CTBs until their
contents can be de-integrated. There are digital scales for weighing
items. ISS uses standard commercially-available resealable (Ziploc-
style) bags to hold items, but Leidos first cuts many of them into custom
shapes and sizes for efficiency of packing. There are two industrial heat
sealers for this purpose (one labeled “Binford 6100,” an internal office

joke referring to the model number of a dangerously powerful line of
tools shown on the popular 1990’s American sitcom Home Improvement).
A storage room beyond the CPF holds dozens of empty and folded
CTBs on steel shelves. All of these have identifying numbers handwritten
in black ink. On one side are dirty CTBs, returned from flight and often
stained from floating food, human sweat and body oil, and even vomit.
These bags, wrapped in pink poly and tagged “FLOWN HDWR,” are
laundered by Leidos’ in-house sustaining engineering group before they
can be used again. Clean bags, wrapped in clear polyethylene, rest on the
other side, on shelves labeled “FLIGHT READY” (Fig. 11). Other items

Fig. 10. Items which have become detached from larger objects or assemblies during return from ISS, no matter how small or seemingly insignificant (like these
pieces of string), are carefully collected and saved by the Leidos CMC team, in the hope that their owners can be identified, and they can be returned (credit: Authors).
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Fig. 11. Clean Cargo Transfer Bags in the Leidos storage room (credit: Authors).

waiting to be sent on to their owners are also stored in this room before
moving to the loading dock area for shipment.
Daily team briefings are held in the CPF each morning, led by a
section manager. Discussion includes changes to launch schedules, ar
rivals and departures of hardware from or to customers such as research
groups, assignment of tasks, and notification of the presence of visitors
to the facility and how they will be chaperoned. During their activities,
the contractors talked about their work being part of the crew’s lives on
the station:

of Building 7 on the JSC campus. This building is shared with other
NASA groups, including the spacesuit thermal and vacuum testing op
erations (Fig. 12). Typical of buildings from the earliest phase of JSC’s
construction, it has a noticeably industrial character, while the Cold
Stowage team’s workspace has the look of an older university scientific
research lab, with linoleum floors, exposed ventilation ductwork, and
abundant electrical cable conduits (Fig. 13). There are at least a halfdozen professional refrigerators and freezers (one capable of cooling
to − 152 C) in various corners of the room, as well as a replica of the
MELFI unit on the station, which is used for astronaut training. White
boards on each freezer list their contents, arranged by shelf. Along one
wall is a series of lockable storage closets and a steel shelving unit. A
computer in one corner constantly monitors the temperatures of every
refrigerator and freezer. In the center of the room are generic industrial
tables with hard plastic tops. Space within this room is limited, and at
times the portable freezers are placed under the tables to keep them out
of the way.
The chain of custody required by ISS cargo handling leads to a
particular chaîne opératoire (CO) in which the discard phase is highly

“Every little bit is important. And I see it. It is life for the crew,
especially when you talk about the food that they get, you know, and,
and the fresh fruit that goes on at the end, and how excited they have
to be when they open that up. And these guys are making it happen
(…) It doesn’t happen overnight. It takes a lot of energy, and a lot of
time, and a lot of research to do this stuff, and, it’s the can-do attitude
around here, too. You know, we just, we don’t stop. And it’s always,
‘How can we make it better?’” (Interview 4).
The Jacobs team works in a much smaller space on the second floor
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While the first are handled in highly visible and documented procedures,
the second are handled with privacy both in terms of the physical
location and the obligation for contractors to not disclose anything
about them. In what follows we examine these two types of objects with
more detail.
4.3.1. Scientific samples
Scientific samples are precious items for the ISS program and a major
responsibility, with hundreds of research teams across the globe who
send their experiments to the station. Flying experiments that require
the return of samples from the station is a feat that entails a lengthy
process of approval (both in terms of scientific merit and logistical
viability for operations in orbit and sample return), hardware verifica
tion, and allocation of crew time for the collection tasks.
Samples involve both the crew as test subjects (with the collection
and subsequent freezing of blood, urine, saliva, and fecal samples), as
well as their actions as delegated laboratory technicians engaging with
multiple life and physical sciences experiments, including animal
research (Fig. 14). Each experiment has its own features which result
from a negotiation between the researchers’ maximalist aims and the
program’s minimalist requirements [58]. The on-orbit collection entails
the execution of procedures guided from the ground and the reduction of
the sample’s exposure to perturbations proper of the ISS′ environment,
which in most cases entails immediate freezing on board.
On the ground, the Jacobs team works in groups of three or more to
open the freezer units for the shortest possible time, document the items
on lists and with photography from all angles, and transfer the items to
containers ranging from coolers to cardboard shipping boxes full of dry
ice. For instance, referring to plant biology samples from the station, a
contractor noted:

Fig. 12. The loading dock of Johnson Space Center Building 7, location of the
Jacobs Cold Stowage team’s offices. Pairs of portable freezers sit on top of their
power supplies, waiting to be moved into the office so that their contents can be
moved to larger freezers (credit: Authors).

managed and curated. Objects are selected for flight for many reasons,
and their mode of discard is part of the choice from the beginning.
Effectively, the CO concerns the production of knowledge through the
sequences of actions surrounding the artifacts. As Schlanger has
expressed it, “the real existence of the tool is when it is in action, when it
is animated by gestures” [79]. The Leidos and Jacobs de-integration staff
already use the terminology of “sustaining” the returned objects and
samples, as if to ensure that their stability as objects survives the
translation from space to Earth. If not documented with such meticu
lousness, doubt could arise about provenance as the item becomes
unmoored from its systemic context on board the ISS. The processes are
therefore a kind of anti-taphonomy. The chain of custody/CO is espe
cially critical for scientific samples and astronauts’ personal items.

“Every time you open the bag they’re exposed to light. We record the
time (…) We use those mostly for the Veggie experiment and the
APEX. So when their plants or seeds are exposed to light, they can
record that time, and they know how much exposure the plants
have” (Interview 8).
One aspect of the Cold Stowage team’s responsibilities is worthy of

Fig. 13. One section of the Jacobs Cold Stowage team’s offices, showing Polar and MERLIN modules awaiting integration on industrial shelving, “pink poly” packing
materials, and some industrial freezers. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 14. Frozen biological samples in the process of being transferred from portable freezers to larger ones (credit: Authors).

note for how it illustrates the level of care and attention shown by NASA
for the items selected for return: the temperature of the freezers holding
returned items is checked and noted on a form at 15- or 30-min intervals,
from the moment Cold Stowage receives the cargo until it is placed in the
lab freezers, including during the flight from Long Beach to Houston
(Fig. 15). The meticulous nature of this requirement is such that when
the Cold Stowage team is transporting its cargo 20 min by truck from
Ellington Field to JSC, they take a scheduled stop in a strip-mall parking
lot along the way to re-check the temperatures. Additionally, the Jacobs
freezers at JSC are fitted with a temperature-control system connected to
a computer that automatically signals team members’ cell phones with
SMS text messages if temperatures vary beyond prescribed boundaries.
Cold Stowage team members are expected to respond to these warnings
at any time of the day or night. During our first observation, for the CRS13 mission, an ice storm hit Houston on the night of January 15–16,
immediately after the team and cargo arrived home from California. The
following morning, before being dismissed around 10:30 a.m. for safety
reasons, along with all other non-essential employees on the JSC
campus, the Jacobs team spent considerable time packing their freezers

with dry ice and connecting power cables down the hall to a buildingwide generator, in case the storm caused long-term power outages.
The work of these contractors, in the various sites described above
with their equipment, minutely timed tasks, sites, stickers, hand-written
lists, plastic and carts is seldom considered as part of the scientific
process when it comes to ISS science. Both in the program’s own char
acterization of their scientific program [80–82], and in media accounts
that only mention the “splashing” of the vehicle [83–85], the strenuous
process of handling its contents are hardly visible.
A notable exception was the highly publicized return of astronaut
Scott Kelly’s samples for his record 340-day mission to the station [86,
87]. Some interviewees from Jacobs mentioned this episode relating to
the samples that went to NASA’s Human Research Program (HRP) that
handles biomedical research on astronauts for the agency:
“When Scott Kelly was up there for so long, there was a lot of HRP
that came back, and HRP [staff] actually came in (…) They were
doing a Snapchat story of him going up and then the samples coming
back. So, that was a neat way to showcase Cold Stowage because they
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Fig. 15. A form used by the Jacobs Cold Stowage team to record freezer temperatures from a -80 C freezer (left) and a + 4 C freezer (right) (credit: Authors).

Fig. 16. On July 21, 2017, ESA astronaut Thomas Pesquet posted this image to his Twitter account with the text, “J’ai récupéré mes affaires! Merci @SpaceX pour la
livraison depuis l’ISS …” (“I got my things back! Thanks to SpaceX for the delivery from ISS.” This photo is perhaps the only one published showing the contents of an
ISS Personal Preference Kit (https://twitter.com/Thom_astro/status/888640167489273856).
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came in and filmed the turnover. So, there’s a sense of pride and
knowing that we had a hand in that and this is what we do, and we
can give this out on the national stage” (Interview 1).

hierarchies in this as in other aspects of ISS cargo treatment. For
example, wet wipes and towels are used every day for personal hygiene
in the absence of showers or other washing facilities. Other items related
to personal hygiene include toothbrushes, hair, and nail clippings (these
are vacuumed up and discarded with the full vacuum bags) and un
dergarments (while outer clothes have to last, new underpants are
available every couple of days [88]. These become “trash,” which is
earmarked for incineration.
As evidenced in these comments from a senior contractor, personal
items receive a level of care that is very much related to sympathy for the
exposed and surveilled life of the crew on station:

A sample returning from ISS is a labor-intensive kind of object. Like
much of the work that matters most, and with the exception of the
spotlight facilitated by Kelly’s mission, these contractors’ activities
largely go unnoticed because most of the time they go well. A concern
for the contractors is to remove the traces of their involvement with the
objects. In other words, a successfully returned sample is one in which
the traces of human labor and care that made it possible are rendered
invisible. Again, just like in Tetris, success after handling so many
moving pieces under pressure results in invisibility. The level of detail
and care in the unbroken chain of handling and documentation of all the
steps is fundamental to what “doing science” on the ISS is and can be.
The fact that the contractors themselves, as well as other members of the
ISS program, refer to these samples as “the science” conveys its own
analytical point: “the science” is actually the sum and concatenation of
all these practices.

“There’s actually an agreement that, legally, we keep their crew’s
privacy paramount and we don’t talk about their stuff. [The o]nly
people that get to see their personal stuff is ‘need-to-know.’ And it’s
just to give them a sense of not being under a watchdog. They get that
enough, so we give them that privacy here (…) We pull [their items]
out, we put them aside, and the lab next door comes and gets them. I
also pack that stuff. I’ll tell you, never once have I seen anything that
you’ll go ‘ooooh, the drama of it’ (…) I’m saying this wholeheart
edly, there’s nothing controversial I’ve ever seen. It’s more just a
sense of their privacy” (Interview 2).

4.3.2. Astronauts’ personal items
The chain of custody for the scientific experiments enables owners to
receive their samples or experiments with assurance, and ownership is
also an important factor for personal items.
Like the scientific samples, the personal items of the crew are treated
in a very specific way, but one that entails confidentiality in response to
the principle of crew privacy. As mentioned above, crew choose their
personal items in a separate room from the rest of the stock, and the
items are packed and handled by different personnel from the bulk of the
cargo. The “crew preference bags” are considered to have confidential
status, which is taken very seriously because, for the most part, crew
only have tiny berths to store their belongings and express their per
sonality. A slightly different process is applied to non-NASA crew
members, whose personal effects bags must be opened for customs
declarations during the return process (although the contractors remain
committed to preserving privacy in these cases as well).
Personal items are those used by crew for their own hygiene and
maintenance outside of the daily work of the station, such as clothing,
toothbrushes, shampoo, and specific food items, and items which are
packed into their Personal Preference Kit (PPK). The former are selected
from a limited range of approved products, although crew can often ask
for specific products to be created or allowed. The tradition of the PPK
started with the Gemini human spaceflight program in the 1960s and
has gone through several evolutions for Apollo and Shuttle missions.
Typically, the PPK includes “family photos, organizational flags, t-shirts,
ball-caps, books, religious texts, and personal mementos” [88] (Fig. 16).
Cameras for personal use are also common.
Some of the known personal items, such as family photographs, are
clearly related to the crew member’s need to feel connected to family
and home during their time away, and this practice can be tied to
maintaining a sense of well-being. It is also very common for crew to
include objects for gifts or distribution back on Earth, as even the most
mundane object acquires a special cachet by virtue of being ‘space
flown’. Due to the limited space, these objects are often flat, small and/
or lightweight, such as flags, patches, coins, and stamps (Thomas Pes
quet carried his friends’ wedding bands in advance of the ceremony
[89]). A crew member will also often include items or insignia from
organizations important in their own lives, such as sports teams. This
practice is paralleled by the Russian crew, who take Orthodox icons into
space that are later returned to churches on Earth [31].
Not every item which is “personal” is treated the same way; there are

This passage indicates a degree of pride in the staff’s discretion and
the fact that they can guarantee the crew this small dignity among the
rigors of their life on station. More broadly, the world of the ISS is full of
stories of people who are fulfilling their dream of working “in space” and
attach a sense of moral responsibility to their work:
“I love my job. I love being here. I’ve loved space since I was a kid.
I’ve wanted to work at NASA since I was in the third grade (…) So, I
went from flight control, to safety, to kind of management, and now
to contracts, so it’s kind of gone down in the glamour scale (laughs), I
think, to the common folk (…) Yes, it’s just … it’s paperwork, but to
see and to know that it’s oversight of all these good things that these
guys are doing, and to be a part of that, and to see them excited, is
really neat. And it’s making sure that the tax-dollar money is being
spent correctly, and that is important (…) making sure we’re being
responsible with it and not where people question ‘why do we have a
space program?’ I know that I’m doing my job, to make sure we’re
getting money well spent, and we’re getting the best bang for our
buck. And I have my degree in physics, so I’m always a science
person. So, to know that the science that we’re doing, and it’s
everybody’s science, is completely fascinating and humbling. I mean,
it’s just cool … like you said, the Genes in Space [experiment], it’s
amazing. I mean look at the fun stuff that that’s going to lead to, the
amazing advancements. I still get starry-eyed, and giggly about it, so
I love it” (Interview 4).
The spatial layout and documentation processes for integration and
de-integration were initially developed for the Gemini program, so the
current teams are working in a long tradition. The care and expertise of
the de-integration and de-stowage process have created a community
around the materiality of the items returned from ISS. As Marion Hix
stated in a 1973 report on Apollo stowage, the process “requires a team
concept to assure the integration of crew equipment into the spacecraft
in a timely manner” [91]. While the scientific and personal objects are
separated in their handling and documentation procedures, it is clear
that the staff are fully aware of how these aspects of life on the ISS are
integrated, and draw some of their personal satisfaction in the work
from this very combination of intimacy and detachment: their role as
links in the chain of custody.
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5. Conclusions

narratives around space, as we move into the second decade of the 21st
century, speak as if the foundation of habitats on the Moon and Mars is
only a matter of time. The technological, physiological and psycholog
ical challenges of living off-Earth are recognised in the scientific liter
ature, but the more mundane, everyday processes associated with
moving objects between Earth and space are rarely explored. And yet, as
we have demonstrated, there would be no science - one of the major
rationales for human spaceflight programs - without them.

By observing the handling of objects returning from the ISS as
meaning-making practices, we centered our attention on two key pro
cesses: discard and chain of custody. In both, we observed previously
undocumented aspects of the ground operations that sustain life and
research on the ISS.
We argued that the status of objects is shaped and stabilized by their
mode of discard from ISS and the procedures for their handling on the
ground. The time sensitivity of requirements establishes a hierarchy
among items and here scientific samples occupy the premier position.
The very existence of an item that can be called a sample relies on the
coordinated action of multiple actors that cover the detailed execution
of its collection by crew members in orbit and, in the context of return,
on its preservation which results from its documentation and careful
handling by these contractors until they reach the laboratories where
they are analyzed. The confidential nature of the handling of other items
establishes another hierarchy and here astronauts’ personal items also
receive a special degree of treatment by the contractors.
These practices give us significant insights into the regulated,
documented, and scheduled nature of life on the station, and the small
degree of autonomy that ISS crew members have in relation to objects.
In a platform where every action entails a procedure and every object is
part of an inventory, the astronauts’ selection of the personal items they
want to bring and return is the only activity that remains discretional
and confidential. In the two domains of items, there is also a bifurcation
regarding the role of astronauts. In the case of samples, they are
objectified as anonymized data points; on the other hand, regarding
their items and their choice, they are individual humans experiencing
something personal and unique.
Examining the return process, we also learned about the contractors
constantly assigning values, relating symbolically with the objects, and
reflecting about their work. The discard process and chain of custody are
not only about the routinely executed procedures, but also about the
level of disposition, attention, and care from the side of the handlers.
Furthermore, the process creates a sense of community amongst the
contractors and catalyzes a set of shared feelings about the station. The
pride felt by the staff on these operations is crucial to keeping the chain
of custody intact for scientific samples, and to guaranteeing the privacy
of the crew. Without the chain of custody, objects would be inter
changeable, unmoored from a particular experiment or a crew member.
The physical intervention of the de-integration staff through handling
and documentation stabilizes and sustains both the science and the
astronaut, giving them a degree of permanence as the objects continue
on their journeys to laboratories, laundries, and homes across the world.
As we close this study, and as an object for future research, it is worth
considering the crew’s perspective on the return process and the items.
They likely have an interest in scientific findings stemming from their
very close relationship with the scientific samples from their own
bodies. The process of producing the samples is reinforced by packing
and documenting them, which connects them with ISS’s larger scientific
mission. At the same time, the personal items are possibly the only
tangible connection to home for crew members while they are in space,
and the only tangible connection to their time in space once they return
to Earth.
Understanding the laborious processes outlined here also offers an
angle to problematize assessments of science on the ISS which establish
misguided comparisons between the “productivity” of science on the
ISS, on the one hand, and “Big Science” [92–94] facilities and programs,
such as the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), where
this level of complexity is simply not part of their activities, on the other
hand. Finally, following the overall process gives us a better under
standing of how life on the ISS is sustained by ground activities that
frequently go unnoticed, how the stuff of science fiction comes alive
actually through very meticulously executed matter-of-fact tasks that
elude the “glamour scale” frequently associated with space. Popular
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